11 May 2021

Press release

Decosit announces new dates for its upcoming edition:
5-6 October 2021
A tormented year passed; optimism lies ahead… Indeed, the start of vaccination programs in Europe and abroad offers
a perspective for a gradual normalization of our lives and our businesses.
However, the month of June seems to be a little too soon to guarantee the outcome that all exhibitors and visitors
expect from a professional trade fair.
Momentum at the beginning of autumn
Knowing that better times are in sight, we have decided to postpone Decosit Brussels to the second half of this year.
The next edition will take place on 5 and 6 October, which will make it possible for your business to regain momentum
and present your collections or designs “live”, at the beginning of autumn. In any case, DECOSIT remains a unique
networking event for both producers and designers.
Hassle-free, affordable & recognisable
We maintain the hassle-free, all-in, uniform stand concept which is very much appreciated. Not only because of its
affordable prices, but also because of the recognisable unique signature of every exhibitor: the collections and products presented speak for themselves. Palace 10 at Brussels expo offers the fair and the sector, besides all necessary
conveniences, also a pleasant, modern and innovative accommodation.
Do not hesitate to take a look at the website www.decosit.brussels for updates on the participants.
Our guarantee: no costs charged in case of cancellation
We are definitely looking forward to seeing you in October, while still maintaining all necessary hygienic and safety
measures. However, should the situation dramatically change and the fair cancelled, our guarantee remains that no
costs will be charged to registered exhibitors.
In the meantime, keep safe and stay healthy!
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